
Trap League PSA 
Powder Creek Trap League Shooters, 

  Due to a Labor shortage, Powder Creek Shooting Park will be unable to provide pullers / 

scorers for Fall 2022 Trap League, and all Trap Leagues going forward until further notice. 

Therefore, if you would like to participate in this Fall 2022 Powder Creek Trap League, you or 

one of your teammates will need to pull / score for another team at some point during your 

Trap League night. Powder Creek asks that you reciprocate and help your neighbor. If you 

would like someone to pull and score for you, then we ask that you oblige by pulling and 

scoring for another team. 

 The way we envision it is that every Trap League time flight pulls / scores for the team 

after them, except for one time flight which will have to pull for the team in front of them and 

after them. For example, one member of the Trap 3 6:35pm time slot will need to show up 

early and pull for the Trap 3 6:00pm team. Then one member of the Trap 3 6:00pm time slot 

will stay behind after their shooting and will pull for the 6:35pm team. Now, Powder Creek 

suggests that a different member of the 6:35pm time slot (that didn’t score at 6:00pm) stay 

behind and pull for the 7:10pm team. Trap 3 7:10pm will pull for the 7:45pm team and Trap 3 

7:45pm will pull for the 8:20pm team. 

 This layout means that one member of every team will need to stay late in order to pull 

for the flight after them, except for the 6:35pm flight in which one member will need to show 

up early and one member will need to stay late. As teams rotate fields and time flights 

throughout the eight-week long league, every squad will work through this double-pulling 

6:35pm time slot and everyone will be asked to share responsibility equally. 

 Due to the fact that Powder Creek is unable to provide pullers / scorers, weekly target 

fees for Trap League shooters will reduce to Powder Creek Annual Member Rate. Therefore, 

weekly target fees will now be $14.00, not the previous $16.50. However, please be aware that 

if you are a Day Member of Powder Creek and you are just “practicing,” you will still be charged 

the Day Member Rate of $9.75 per round of 25 targets. Only your targets shot during your flight 

or Make-Ups / Pre-Shoots will be discounted to the $14.00 rate. Annual Members of Powder 

Creek pay $14.00 per 50 targets all year long on all of their Trap shooting. 

 Powder Creek does still have enough employees to fill Trap houses with clay targets and 

to be on standby on the Trap Fields should any equipment break down or any issue arise. The 

only thing that will change is that we do not have enough employees to pull / score. We hope 

you understand, apologize for the inconvenience, and if you have any questions, please let us 

know. 
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